Your Key To Quality & Savings

Your One-Stop Solution
For High Performance
Powder Metal Parts

ISO 9001:2008
CERTIFIED
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Discover The Symmco Advantage
From its humble beginnings, Symmco has evolved into a respected
leader in the powder metal (P/M) industry. Although the company’s
reputation has been built on its exceptional, lead-free P/M
bearings, its capabilities also include the fabrication of high
performance component parts, gears and assemblies that
range from simple to complex.

WHAT MAKES SYMMCO UNIQUE?

Accommodating both long and short runs, Symmco is a trusted
source for innovative solutions to tough design challenges. With
unique technical expertise and extensive manufacturing capabilities,
the company supplies some of the most prominent manufacturers in
the world with custom P/M products. In fact, Symmco parts are used in a wide
variety of market-specific applications, where the conversion to P/M has proven to be a
cost-effective alternative to machined counterparts.

■ Superior Customer Service

Offering the largest sintered bronze bearing inventory in North America, Symmco has a
99% fill ratio and 24-hour delivery capabilities on all stock products. The company’s
financial strength permits high levels of inventory to be maintained at all times, assuring
customers that they will be able to receive the critical parts they need.
From the smallest of bearings to the largest of complex structural components, Symmco
serves a wide range of markets including:
● Power Transmission/Motion Control
(Linear Actuators, Actuators & Motors)
● Distribution
● Appliance (Large & Small)
● Food Processing
● Business Machines
● Marine
● Transit
● Heavy Truck
● Plastic Injection Molding

● Lawn & Garden
● Agriculture
● Pumps
● Compressors
● Hydraulics
● Material Handling
● Aerospace
● Alternative Energy
● Military
● Recreational Vehicles

ISO 9001:2008
C E R T I F I E D

■ 24-Hour Shipping For In-Stock Items
■ Largest Inventory Of Oil Impregnated
Bronze Bearings & Bars In
North America
■ Longer-Lasting Products That Result
In Less Downtime & Lower
Operating Costs
■ Cost-Effective, Engineered Solutions
■ Assembly Solutions (Including The
Insertion Of Bushings, Set Screws,
Push-In Pins, Shafts, Stampings
& Springs)
■ Long-Standing Financial Stability
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What Are The Benefits Of Powder Metallurgy?

In-House Tool Design, Development
& Fabrication

With Powder Metal Parts...The Possibilities Are Virtually Endless

Using a combination of engineering
expertise and the industry’s most
advanced technology, Symmco will fabricate
custom tooling on site.

P/M parts offer higher precision at a lower cost by eliminating the need for expensive
machining. Not only can powders be blended for optimal performance and longer life, but
parts created through the P/M process hold closer tolerances and fits and can
even be made self-lubricating through oil impregnation. And since this
process yields no scrap, it is considered to be a more environmentally
friendly production method than casting and machining.
●
●
●
●

Cost-Effectiveness
Highly Detailed Product With Little Or No Machining
Wide Range Of Materials To Match Desired Mechanical Properties
Environmentally Friendly

Software:
■ Solid Works® (3-D Modeling
& Assembly)
■ 2-D AutoCAD® & 3-D AutoCAD® Inventor
■ Gear Trax®
■ Solid Edge™
■ Gerotor (Maverick®)

SYMMCO OFFERS CUSTOM SOLUTIONS TO DESIGN CHALLENGES
HELICAL GEAR
Originally, the helical gear at the right started as a solid blank that
had to be completely machined from bar stock. The customer
paid a premium price for the machined gear, and each part
alone yielded over 50% scrap (350 grams).
By converting this gear to P/M, the costly scrap and machining
expenses were eliminated and lead times were reduced since
Symmco was able to manufacture the gear to near net shape.
The conversion also helped to cut down on shipping costs since
the customer did not have to pay to transport material that would inevitably be turned into scrap.

BOAT HOIST
When it comes to materials options, P/M hosts a world of opportunities. So, when
a customer is seeking an economical alternative to an existing part,
Symmco can help to develop a solution.
For instance, the bronze piece at the right was converted to
powdered metal from cast bronze. Aside from making the part
from bronze powder, Symmco was able to produce an iron alloy
alternative (at the far right) utilizing the same set of tooling. Since
iron materials are typically less costly than bronze, Symmco helped
the customer expand its offerings through the addition of a lower-priced product line.

GEARS
Why work with multiple suppliers when Symmco serves as a one-stop shop? Both pieces
in the set shown at the far right began as very expensive, off-the-shelf gears, which
had to be fully machined to the desired shape. And along
the way, this customer had to interface with several
suppliers just to acquire a usable finished product.
Through minimal modifications to the parts’ original designs,
Symmco produced a P/M gear set (right) that could be
molded exactly for its intended use, which not only saved
time and money but also helped to ensure that only the highest
quality standards were maintained throughout the entire operation.

PLATE WITH BRONZE BEARING
This rectangular plate is a testament to our ability to provide assembly solutions.
Symmco’s capabilities facilitated the design of a plate that allowed for
the insertion of the bronze bearing.
By eliminating the need for multiple suppliers on this product,
Symmco helped to generate a greater cost savings and ensure
superior quality assurance by serving as a single source for the part.

At Symmco, quality is not just our main business focus – it lies at the core of
our reputation. We are committed to ensuring that each and every part that is
produced in our facility exceeds the industry’s highest standards.

Symmco’s EDM machining capabilities enable
the production and repair of specialized tooling.
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Superior Parts Start With The Right Materials
Material selection is a key step in the P/M process. Considering factors like type and grade,
Symmco engineers can help you choose the best metal powders for your particular
engineering or application requirements. We can even develop custom powder blends
in-house to achieve optimal results.

Our Material Capabilities Include:
■ Bronze
■ Aluminum Bronze
■ Iron
■ Iron/Copper
■ Ferrous Alloys

What Is The Powder Metal Process?

■ Stainless Steel
■ Soft Magnetic

Blending
The part-specific powder is created by mixing the correct amounts of metals
and lubricants to produce the physical and mechanical
properties of the finished product.

■ Nonferrous Alloys (Nickel, Chromium,
Molybdenum, etc.)

Symmco’s Commitment
to Quality Assurance

Molding
During the molding process, the powder
is compacted into the desired shape
using compressive forces. The part
shape is created by compressing the
correct blend of materials inside of
the part-specific tools. At this stage,
the part is considered “green” and
is breakable until sintered.

To produce parts that exceed
the P/M industry’s highest
standards, Symmco conducts
analysis and certification of
materials, chemical
composition and physical
properties and dimensions.
And in addition to utilizing a
variety of tools and testing
methods to monitor the quality
of our parts, we continually
invest in new equipment and
technologies to ensure that our
customers receive only the
finest, most reliable products.
■ ISO 9001:2008 Registered

Sintering
Through the application of heat, sintering permanently bonds the individual
metal particles that have been compacted together through the molding
stage. This process is instrumental in providing the majority of the
mechanical properties of the final product. Sintering temperatures are
typically in excess of 2050° F for iron-based materials.

Sizing
Sizing, sometimes referred to as "coining," is the
final pressing of the fully sintered part. This
process is most often completed on bearings
to achieve the final specifications on each
individual part, as well as to maintain
consistency across the entire lot. Not
only does this operation ensure
bearing quality, but it qualifies the
final part for density, open porosity
and mechanical strength.

Oil Impregnating
Under vacuum, customer-specific
oil products are impregnated
into the remaining porosity
of the completed part. This
process not only prohibits rust,
but more importantly, assists
in meeting the lubrication
requirements of the
completed product.

■ Full Layout Capabilities
Including PPAP
■ Statistical Process Control
• DataMyte Collection
■ Failure Analysis
■ A Wide Range of Testing
Capabilities
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Inventory
Symmco hosts an impressive inventory of stock products that
features over 1,500 stock sizes, all of which are available for
immediate shipment. Committed to outstanding service,
we work hard to ensure that delivery is quick and trouble-free.
Stock Products
● Stock Bearings
● Bars, Cored & Solid
● Plates
● Metric Bearings

Symmco
Stock Products:
99% Fill Ratio &
24-Hour Delivery

Why Symmco Bearings?
■ Exceed industry standards
■ Last two times longer than the
competition (proven by independent
testing at a major university)
■ Have longer in-field life (less downtime)
■ Are stronger and have greater
thrust loads
■ Run at cooler temperatures
■ Exhibit a lower level of drive force

See the Symmco Stock Catalog for a
complete list of stock products.
Download it at www.symmco.com or
ask your sales representative for a copy.

■ Demonstrate lot-to-lot consistency
in quality
■ Offer a wide range of lubrication
possibilities
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Gear Design Support

Gears

■ Tooth Engagement SAP/EAP

Symmco produces a wide variety of gear types such as:
●
●
●

Pinion Gears
Bevel Gears
Pulleys

●
●
●

Internal Gears
Helical Gears
Assemblies

●
●

Gear Racks
Sprockets

●
●

Spur Gears
Miter Gears

Our engineers know that excellence in gear design is directly related to in-field performance.
Combining Symmco’s gear design capabilities (that range in both size and complexity) with
the quality and precision of the P/M process, we can fabricate stronger, longer-lasting parts
to suit your needs.
For instance, our gears can be designed to American Gear Manufacturers
Association (AGMA) levels 6 to 7, and we can achieve even higher AGMA levels
through machining and grinding operations. Additionally, we can create
specific tooth form to customer request and develop both left- and righthand helical gears (up to 22° helix angle, any shape inside diameter).

■ Backlash Requirements
■ Modified Addendum
■ Modified Operating Diameter
■ Modified Tip Relief
■ Weight Reduction
■ Multiple Gear Trains
■ Gear-to-Gear Material Selection
■ Compressive, Bending &
Yield Strength Analysis

Symmco also conducts a series of comprehensive tests (functional load,
torque, compressive load and vari-roll testing) to ensure that every gear
we produce meets the industry’s
most exacting standards.

Structural Components
Rapid advancements in powder
metal technology have enabled
the manufacturing of parts that
previously were not possible.
Symmco fabricates a wide array
of highly detailed structural
components – even those with
demanding design requirements –
that offer higher precision at a
lower cost.
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Machining & Assembly
Secondary Machining Processes
To create a more efficient secondary machining department, as well as to ensure that our
customers achieve a better bottom line, Symmco is committed to initiating quick set-ups and
utilizing high performance tooling (which cuts down on machining time).
●

Milling
Symmco has invested in machining technology that enables competitive pricing in
secondary operations. Our cutting-edge milling center has a rotary pallet changer,
which allows for both the loading and unloading of parts, as well as inspection, without
interfering with the machining process.

●

Turning
Various CNC lathes are utilized to meet a wide variety of turning needs. Employing both
traditional and hard turning, Symmco has the capabilities to machine parts after heat
treating to ensure quality and accuracy. Additionally, we offer the most state-of-the-art
technology in CBN and ceramic inserts.

Assembly Solutions
Whether a customer
requires a bearing
insertion, the assembly of
multiple parts or even
assemblies created of
both P/M and purchased
components,
Symmco’s in-house
engineering and
machine shop
can either
customize or
build specialized
assembly equipment
in order to develop a complete
manufacturing solution.

Symmco offers numerous
traditional and CNC
machining services.

At Symmco, we’re committed to finding cost-effective
P/M solutions. Contact us to learn more about how we
can accommodate your unique parts requirements.

Your Key To Quality & Savings

40 South Park Street
Sykesville, PA 15865
814.894.2461
sales@symmco.com
www.symmco.com

Symmco is located near
Interstate 80, 10 miles south of
the DuBois Exit.
■

85 miles from State College
95 miles from Pittsburgh
■ 150 miles from Erie
■ 160 miles from Harrisburg
■ 180 miles from Cleveland
■

We welcome tours of our facility.
Please let us know if you would
like to schedule a visit.

